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Winner of the 2022 Bancroft PrizeFinalist for the 2022 Los Angeles Times Book PrizeHow
Chinese migration to the world’s goldfields upended global power and economics and forged
modern conceptions of race.In roughly five decades, between 1848 and 1899, more gold was
removed from the earth than had been mined in the 3,000 preceding years, bringing untold
wealth to individuals and nations. But friction between Chinese and white settlers on the
goldfields of California, Australia, and South Africa catalyzed a global battle over “the Chinese
Question”: would the United States and the British Empire outlaw Chinese immigration?This
distinguished history of the Chinese diaspora and global capitalism chronicles how a feverish
alchemy of race and money brought Chinese people to the West and reshaped the nineteenth-
century world. Drawing on ten years of research across five continents, prize-winning historian
Mae Ngai narrates the story of the thousands of Chinese who left their homeland in pursuit of
gold, and how they formed communities and organizations to help navigate their perilous new
world. Out of their encounters with whites, and the emigrants’ assertion of autonomy and
humanity, arose the pernicious western myth of the “coolie” laborer, a racist stereotype used to
drive anti-Chinese sentiment.By the turn of the twentieth century, the United States and the
British Empire had answered “the Chinese Question” with laws that excluded Chinese people
from immigration and citizenship. Ngai explains how this happened and argues that Chinese
exclusion was not extraneous to the emergent global economy but an integral part of it. The
Chinese Question masterfully links important themes in world history and economics, from
Europe’s subjugation of China to the rise of the international gold standard and the invention of
racist, anti-Chinese stereotypes that persist to this day.



THEChineseQuestionThe Gold Rushes and Global PoliticsMAE NGAIFOR FELIXWhat is the
matter with foreignness?—TONI MORRISONContentsList of MapsAuthor’s NoteNote on
Romanization and CurrenciesIntroduction Yellow and GoldPART I. TWO GOLD
MOUNTAINSChapter 1 Two Gold MountainsChapter 2 On the DiggingsChapter 3 Talking to
White PeopleChapter 4 Bigler’s GambitChapter 5 The Limits of ProtectionPART II. MAKING
WHITE MEN’S COUNTRIESChapter 6 The Roar of the SandlotChapter 7 The Yellow
AgonyPART III. THE ASIATIC DANGER IN THE COLONIESChapter 8 The Richest Spot on
EarthChapter 9 Coolies on the RandChapter 10 The Price of GoldChapter 11 The Asiatic
Danger in the ColoniesPART IV. THE CHINESE DIASPORA IN THE WESTChapter 12
Exclusion and the Open DoorChapter 13 Becoming Chinese, Becoming ChinaEpilogue The
Specter of the Yellow Peril, ReduxAcknowledgmentsGlossary of Chinese Proper
NamesNotesBibliographyCreditsIndexIllustrations follow page 136 and page 232.List of
MapsWorld Gold Production and DiscoveriesThe Asia-PacificChina, Emigration Sending
Regions, 1850–1910Northern ChinaSouthern ChinaPopulation of Chinese Miners, California,
1860Population of Chinese Miners, Victoria, 1857Southern Africa, c. 1905Transvaal and the
WitwatersrandWorld Gold Production and DiscoveriesMap by Cailin HongThe Asia-PacificMap
by Cailin HongChina, Emigration Sending Regions, 1850–1910Northern ChinaMap by Cailin
HongSouthern ChinaMap by Cailin HongAuthor’s NoteThis book has its origins in an interaction
with a student who was writing a paper on nineteenth-century California politics. I attempted to
correct the student’s misimpression that Chinese workers were indentured workers, or coolies.
The student could not be blamed for the error because the ill-founded claim dominated the
existing historical literature. Evidence to the contrary was scattered or had been simply ignored
by historians, who seemed invested in perpetuating the idea that Chinese workers were slavish,
without individual personality or will, and pathetically oppressed. I vowed I would slay the coolie
myth.It has taken me more than ten years to complete the empirical research on the Chinese
experience in the gold rushes and to think through the political dynamics that entrenched the
racist coolie stereotype, not just in the United States but throughout the anglophone world. I had
not, at first, intended to write a global history, but in 2005, while attending a conference of the
International Society for the Study of Chinese Overseas (ISSCO) in Bendigo, Australia, I was
struck by how the landscape of the Victorian midlands resembled that of northern California. I
later learned that Edmund Hargraves, whom historians credit with discovering gold in Australia
in 1851, had participated in the California gold rush and had had the same thought. A year later I
went to the ISSCO conference in Pretoria, South Africa, which piqued my interest in the
experience of Chinese who worked as indentured workers in the deep mines of the
Witwatersrand. These visits suggested a comparative study. But I had little idea what
comparison would reveal.It has been a long and fascinating journey to understand how the
Chinese Question grew out of an alchemy of race and money in nineteenth-century global
economic and political relations. My research was not unlike panning for gold—part hard work
and part luck—which slowly yielded nuggets of insight and comprehension. The book involved



research on five continents and challenged the limits of my knowledge, linguistic ability, and
comfort zone. I am grateful to the many institutions and individuals who supported, encouraged,
guided, and corrected me along the way. I thank them by name in the Acknowledgments.I
completed the writing of this book while sheltering in place during the coronavirus pandemic of
2020. During this difficult time, relations between the United States and China worsened.
American politicians and pundits scapegoated China, and Chinese people in the United States—
as well as Australia, Great Britain, and Europe—suffered racist insult and assault, including the
well-worn epithet “go back to where you came from.” The idea that Chinese do not belong, and
can never belong, in the United States and other countries of the West has a long history, which
begins in the gold rushes of the nineteenth century. This book opens a window into that deep
history. My intention is to clarify racism’s historical origins and reproduction as a strategy of
political interests. I hope that might help us understand the potential for combating and
eradicating it in our own time.Mae NgaiAccokeek, MarylandAugust 2020Note on Romanization
and CurrenciesChinese proper names are given in pinyin with surname first, e.g., Yuan Sheng.
In cases where individuals and organizations were known by their names in Cantonese
transliterations or other romanization systems, the pinyin is provided in parentheses, if known,
e.g., Lowe Kong Meng (Liu Guangming). Many ordinary Chinese people appear in Western
records only by a familiar form of address, e.g., Ah Bu, with no indication of their full Chinese
name.Chinese place names are rendered in pinyin with the old Anglicized name in parentheses,
e.g., Guangzhou (Canton), Xiamen (Amoy), Yantai (Chefoo), unless commonly known
otherwise, e.g., Hong Kong. A glossary of Chinese proper names with pinyin, Cantonese, and
Chinese characters may be found on page 319.Currencies used in this book include the
Chinese silver tael and yuan (dollar), the British pound sterling, the Mexican silver dollar, and the
U.S. dollar. The value of taels varied by location in China. In 1875 the Imperial Maritime Customs
Office introduced the Haikwan (haiguan) tael (HKT), or customs tael, an abstract measure used
in official trade accounts. One HKT was the equivalent of 1.25 troy ounce of silver.During most of
the period covered in this book, £1 = 3.45 taels = $4.80. One Mexican silver dollar = 0.72 tael.
The U.S. dollar was roughly equivalent to the Mexican silver dollar. In 1899 the Qing introduced
the Chinese yuan (dollar) on par with the Mexican dollar.The price of gold remained stable
throughout the nineteenth century to World War I, with one troy ounce of gold = £3 17s.10d. =
$20.67. Until the 1870s the silver-to-gold ratio was between 12:1 and 15:1. In the late nineteenth
century, the gold-price of silver fell from 58d. per ounce in 1875 to 37.5d. in 1892 and to 27d. in
1899, a depreciation of more than 50 percent. The value of one HKT fell from six shillings in
1875 to two to three shillings in 1900–5. In 1905 one Mexican/U.S./Chinese dollar was about 27
pence, or slightly more than two shillings.1IntroductionYellow and GoldMountains of gold
towered on high,Which men could grab with their hands left and right.Eureka! They return with a
load full of gold,All bragging this land is paradise.Gold seekers from all over the world wrote
tales of the nineteenth-century gold rushes, their imagery of riches and glory even grander when
rendered in verse. These particular lines are from a long poem written in classical Chinese by



Huang Zunxian, a Chinese scholar and diplomat. Huang served as general consul for the Qing
government in San Francisco in the early 1880s, during the time of the great anti-Chinese
agitation and the passage of the Chinese Exclusion Act. He was a reform-minded official who
believed the United States was the most advanced nation in the world that held many lessons
for the modernization of China. But while in America, Huang could not believe the oppression
and violence meted out against the Chinese. He worked tirelessly on behalf of the emigrants,
offering comfort to those who came to him and appealing to American officials for justice and
fairness. Disillusioned and exhausted, Huang left the United States after three years. His poem,
“Expulsion of the Immigrants,” expressed his disappointment at Americans’ betrayal of principles
laid down by their nation’s founders, where “all kinds of foreigners and immigrants,/ Are allowed
to settle in these new lands.”1The consul’s view from California extended to an understanding of
the global consequences of the gold rushes:Heaven and earth are suddenly narrow,
confining;Men and demons chew and devour each other.Great China and the race of HanHave
now become a joke to the other races.He wondered, too, whether other countries would follow
the American example of Chinese exclusion: “Within the vastness of the six directions, / Where
can our people find asylum?”THIS BOOK EXPLORES the origins of Chinese communities in the
Anglo-American world, locating their beginnings in the three largest gold-producing regions of
the nineteenth century: California, Australia, and South Africa. It is a story about Chinese
emigrants’ dreams, labors, and communities, as well as their disappointments and sufferings,
and their fateful marginalization and exclusion from self-described, self-anointed “white men’s
countries.” It is the story about the making of the Chinese diaspora in the Anglo-American world
during a tumultuous period in world history, during which gold fever and racial politics marked
the closing of frontiers in the United States and in the British Empire; a time that saw the
ascendance of British and American financial power and the inclusion of China in the world’s
“family of nations,” but as an unequal and marginal player. It reveals that Chinese exclusion was
not extraneous to the emergent global capitalist economy but an integral part of it. The Chinese
Question is the story of how the Chinese communities in the West were born of a powerful
alchemy of race and money—colored labor and capitalism, colonialism and financial power—
across the nineteenth-century world.THE CHINESE WHO WENT to the gold rushes were part of
an expanding population of Chinese living abroad in the nineteenth century. Since at least the
thirteenth century of the Common Era, people from China’s southeastern coastal provinces had
traded in Southeast Asia, from Indonesia and the Philippines to Vietnam and the Malay
Peninsula to Thailand. But in the nineteenth century they traveled much farther from home,
spurred by both need and opportunity. A quarter-million Chinese went as indentured laborers to
European plantation colonies in the Caribbean as part of the notorious coolie trade that
exploited Chinese and Indian workers after the abolition of slavery.2An even greater number of
Chinese, more than 300,000, went as voluntary emigrants to the United States and to British
settler colonies in the nineteenth century, attracted first by the gold rushes. The Chinese gold
seekers were not, of course, the first to cross the great ocean—that distinction is held by the



Polynesian peoples whose seaborne migrations began over one thousand years BCE. In the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the Spanish ran a yearly galleon trade between Acapulco
and Manila, the long middle leg of a journey that traded New World silver to China for silks,
porcelain, and other luxuries for Europe. By the early nineteenth century, a budding U.S.-China
trade of northwestern American furs and pelts and Hawaiian sandalwood drew new routes
across the ocean.3But the gold rushes were of another order. They exploded the early modern
Pacific maritime world. Vibrant new routes and networks of trade and migration were
established, nourished by gold first in California, then in Australia. Three new and lasting nodes
of the transpacific rose to prominence: Hong Kong, San Francisco, and Sydney.The goldfields
were international contact zones on the frontiers of Anglo-American settler societies. The rushes
attracted gold seekers from around the world—from the eastern and southern United States;
from the British Isles and Continental Europe; from Mexico and Chile and Hawaii; from Australia
and China. The gold seekers’ arrival to the frontiers of white settlement made them participants,
to one degree or other, in the elimination of indigenous peoples and in the formation of new
communities and nations. How would these new polities reckon with the diverse character of the
goldfield populations? Who would be included and who would be excluded? And who would
decide, and by what means?The gold rushes occasioned the first mass contact between
Chinese and Euro-Americans. Unlike other encounters in Asian port cities and on Caribbean
plantations, they met on the goldfields both in large numbers and on relatively equal terms, that
is, as voluntary emigrants and independent prospectors. Race relations were not always
conflictual, but the perception of competition gave rise to a racial politics expressed as the
“Chinese Question.”In the nineteenth century, Americans and Europeans frequently described a
thorny social problem as a “Question”: “the Negro Question,” “the Jewish Question,” “the Woman
Question.” A “Question” usually referred to the political status of minority or subordinate groups
in emerging modern nation-states. These problems, urgent and difficult, generated enormous
controversies. They were also complex because they involved multiple contradictions and
competing interests (for example, “we could use their labor but they are not fit to be citizens”)
and, not least, faced insistent claims made by the social groups in question themselves.
Violence invariably accompanied debate (lynchings, pogroms, riots). The great Questions of the
nineteenth century were all tied up with the development of capitalism and modern nation-
states. They were challenges of democracy—defining who could belong, who could be a citizen,
who could vote.4The Chinese Question was simply this: were Chinese a racial threat to white,
Anglo-American countries, and should Chinese be barred from them? Chinese exclusion was a
radical idea at the time because it not only challenged liberal principles of equality but also
sought to establish an exception in a world otherwise defined by free trade and free
migration.The Chinese Question arose differently in different places, produced by different local
conditions. So in a sense, there were multiple Chinese Questions. But local political debates,
whether in the United States, Australia, South Africa, or metropolitan Britain, were framed
explicitly as the “Chinese Question,” implying shared affinities across the Anglo-American world.



And to be sure, local politics traveled and borrowed from each other. By the turn of the twentieth
century, a global race theory about the dangers of Chinese immigration had emerged.The
United States and the British settler colonies (Australia, New Zealand, Canada, and South
Africa) ultimately answered the Chinese Question with legislation excluding Chinese from
immigration and citizenship. In the United States, the Chinese exclusion laws (1875–1943) were
the first (and, to this day, the only) laws that explicitly named a group for exclusion. In Australia,
immigration restriction aimed at Chinese, South Asians, and other non-Europeans was the
cornerstone of an unapologetic White Australia policy (1901–73). In South Africa, the exclusion
of Chinese (1880s–1980s) was part of the agenda of radical white supremacy and racial
segregation. In each case, the Chinese Question played a central part in the making of white
settler identity and the modern nation-state, of a piece with native dispossession and racial
segregation. Not only were these laws consequential for emerging national identities—they also
inaugurated a new way of imagining, organizing, and governing the world.THE CHINESE
QUESTION builds on historical research in subjects that have usually been pursued in separate
research silos. Gold rush histories have noted racism against Chinese but usually as a side
story. The histories of the gold rushes and gold are divided between social and political histories,
on the one hand, and economic and monetary studies, on the other. They have little to say to
each other, like ships passing in the night. The histories of Chinese immigration, exclusion
politics, and China’s economic development have touched only lightly upon the gold rushes.
This book considers these various questions in one large historical framework, that is, the place
of Anglo-American settler racism in the development of global capitalism. Such a framework not
only enables us to make new connections between existing fields of scholarship; it considers
how the gold rushes both expanded the world and brought its parts closer together: as Huang
Zunxian wrote, “heaven and earth are suddenly narrow, confining.”5The Chinese Question also
opens new horizons for thinking about how ideas and practices about race and money evolved
in the nineteenth century. Race and money have long been symbiotically connected, but the
relationship is neither fixed nor constant; rather, it is produced by history and politics. The nature
of that relationship has been the subject of numerous inquiries and debates among historians.
For example, what was the relationship between slavery and capitalism? Between colonialism,
empire, and global finance and trade? Is capitalism inherently racist? This book contributes to
our understanding of race and money by examining one of its specific expressions in the late
nineteenth-century Chinese Question.GOLD IS EVERYWHERE.It is one of a few metals that
can be found on all five continents. Typically, gold is found in the foothills of mountain ranges—
not on flat plains or in mountains but in the areas in between. It is the only metal that exists in
nature unalloyed, in pure metallic form; and it is one of only a few that does not oxidize when
exposed to air—that is, it does not rust. It is both indestructible and malleable. Historically gold
presented in the beds of streams, washed down from millennia of mountain erosion, easy to
spot by its glimmer and to pick up by hand or by sifting it from river dirt and gravel. From time
immemorial, humans have prized gold for its beauty, purity, and scarcity. Premodern societies—



from ancient Egypt and Bronze Age China to Mesoamerica and medieval Europe—used gold
chiefly as ornament, especially as a mark of high social rank.After the disintegration of the
Western Roman Empire, gold was often a store of value, but it was rarely used as a means of
exchange (coined for use as money) in Europe until the early modern era. By the fifteenth
century, though, as Europe emerged from its disastrous encounter with the bubonic plague, gold
was, perhaps, more highly prized than ever. The Spanish conquest of the Americas in the early
sixteenth century highlighted the discrepancy in the social value of gold. The Inca created
gorgeous artifacts from gold in tribute to their kings, whom they believed personified the sun
god. When conquistadores seized American gold in the early sixteenth century as ransom for
the Incan emperor Atahualpa, they melted Incan artifacts into bullion, 13,000 pounds of 22-karat
gold and 25,000 pounds of silver. The looting of American gold and silver continued. The latter
proved to be an even greater treasure that gave rise to a fantastic global commerce in silver,
mined in Spanish America, transshipped through Europe or across the Pacific, and sold in China
at twice the price as in Europe.6By the middle of the eighteenth century, Portuguese Brazil was
producing 80 percent of American gold and more than half the world’s supply. The Brazilian gold
rush attracted 400,000 Portuguese emigrants, who brought with them as many enslaved
Africans. Portugal used Brazilian gold to pay for British goods, which enabled the latter to
transition to a de facto gold monetary standard and, in the early nineteenth century, facilitated its
rise as an international creditor. Still, most European countries used both gold and silver monies,
with silver being more common and more important. Not only was gold scarcer; silver was also
the favored means of exchange in Asia, the engine of world trade in the early modern era.7The
next wave of gold rushes, the focus of this book, was truly stunning in scope and consequence.
From the California gold rush of 1848 to the discovery of gold in the Yukon in 1896, gold miners
and mining companies extracted from the earth some 435 million ounces of gold—more than
the total amount that had been mined in the previous three thousand years, including the recent
Brazilian gold rush. The sudden increase in world gold production resulted from Anglo-American
settler colonialism and capitalist development. For although gold is everywhere, it is not
everywhere payable, that is, possible to extract in a way that is profitable. Indigenous peoples on
the settler-colonial frontiers of the United States and Australia were aware of alluvial gold
deposits in their midst, but they did not value gold as the money-commodity.8Sustained
exploration and extraction for profit required not only a motive—the desire for wealth within an
expanding imperial sphere where it was the monetary-commodity nonpareil; it also required
private property rights, capital investment, deep-mining technology, mass labor migration, and
long-distance transportation. The gold rushes transformed Anglo-American frontiers,
accelerating the dispossession of indigenous peoples and the in-migration of nonnative peoples.
Gold mining also gravely damaged the environment, leaving deep gouges in the earth, mounds
of detritus, felled forests, and rivers choked with sediment and toxic debris. Corporations and
financial investment followed individuals seeking gold, raising the stakes over control of land,
property, and national and colonial territories.In the late 1850s the British economists William



Newmarch and Thomas Tooke waxed that the California and Australian gold rushes had, in just
ten years, resulted in a 30 percent increase in the “Metallic Circulation of the leading portions of
the Commercial World.” Enthusiasts suggested that the new gold discoveries were a gift from
nature, perhaps even from Providence, that would promote “intercourse between nations” and
raise “the social condition of man.” The economic historian Jean-Jacques Van Helten similarly
argued, though without the fevered rhetoric, that the increase in the global supply of gold in the
nineteenth century was a fortuitous meeting of the monetary demands posed by expanding
world trade. But we might think of it also as a stimulus, a new stage of capital accumulation, that
made possible that expansion and, in particular, the rise of Great Britain and the United States
as the world’s leading investor and creditor nations. In addition to promoting investment and
trade, the increase in the supply of gold enabled more countries to adopt a gold monetary
standard.9In 1904 the United States and Great Britain controlled 88 percent of the world’s yield
of gold, at the time the highest yield on record, valued at about £71.5 billion. The British alone
were responsible for two-thirds of it. Discoveries of gold in colonial territories did not create the
British Empire. But the location of gold in Australia and South Africa dramatically elevated those
colonies’ strategic importance within the empire and helped consolidate Britain’s power as
global financial giant in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. J. H. Curle, a British
mining engineer who surveyed the world’s gold mines at the turn of the twentieth century, did not
exaggerate when he wrote, “Gold-mining is in reality one of our biggest national assets, mentally
and materially.”10The discoveries of gold in the United States were directly consequential for
American development and the increase in its foreign economic influence. While the Civil War
had enabled the consolidation of a national market, gold increased the nation’s wealth at myriad
levels—that of individuals; in the development of California and the American West; for railroad,
industrial, and finance capital; and for foreign investment. The United States was also a major
producer of silver, with a booming silver-mining industry in Nevada and other western states.
The country operated on a bimetallic monetary system until 1873, when Congress demonetized
silver. The gold standard favored industrialists, bankers, and other creditors, and it
disadvantaged those who depended on easier terms of credit, especially farmers. The money
question—the demand for “free silver”—that rocked American politics in the 1890s expressed
the growing alienation of small producers from the ascent of industrial and financial
monopoly.11AT THE TIME OF the gold rushes, China was already in the grip of European
colonialism. China was never directly colonized by a Western power; in fact, by the mid-
eighteenth century the Qing Dynasty (1644–1911) had built an empire of its own, having
expanded China’s boundaries to the west, most notably by annexing Tibet and Xinjiang. But in
the mid-nineteenth century China was battered by European aggressions: the opium trade,
gunboat diplomacy, and the forced opening to Western trade and missionaries. China’s
humiliation stood in stark contrast to the position it had once held, even relatively recently.For
two hundred years, from 1550 to 1750, China had been arguably the most important economic
actor in the world. It was not only the single largest domestic economy; it was also at the center



of global trade, both with its Sino-centric tributary and trading networks in East and Southeast
Asia and as the premier destination market for silver produced in Spanish America and Japan.
Europeans shipped silver to China not as “money” but as commodity arbitrage: the Ming
Dynasty’s (1368–1644) demand for silver for fiscal and commercial purposes fetched the
highest silver prices in the world, double its price in Europe. China was the world’s great “silver
sink” that not only drew but also stimulated its production in the New World.12Through the
seventeenth century, Europeans traded silver for luxuries, including gold. For example, the
British East India Company’s first direct transaction with China in 1637 exchanged 60,000
Spanish dollars for sugar, silk, spices, porcelain, and “loose gould.” Chinese traders also made
handsome profits by buying low and selling dear, earning gross profits of 100 to 150 percent on
silk and silk textiles sold to Europeans. Economic historians Dennis Flynn and Arturo Gilàldez
describe these late sixteenth-century dynamics of global trade as “multiple
arbitrage.”13Europeans began trading silver for tea in large quantities in the early eighteenth
century. Like silk, tea was a luxury item in Europe, but it had greater potential for mass
consumption. The creation of a mass market for tea in Europe coincided with the rise in
consumption of sugar from the plantation-slave colonies of the Caribbean in the late
seventeenth century. Indeed, tea and sugar, along with tobacco, undergirded a global trade in
stimulants—“food drugs”—based on a symbiosis of colonialism and slavery, on the one hand,
and new mass-consumption economies in European metropolitan societies, especially Britain,
on the other.14By 1800 silver’s arbitrage advantage in China had ended. The British, now
hooked on tea, looked for a different means of exchange. The East India Company had already
drained India of much of its silver to sell in China; now it turned to India for the mass production
of opium for export to China.IN THE EARLY NINETEENTH CENTURY, opium ravaged both India
and China—India, its producer; China, its consumer.Farmers in the Bengal had traditionally
grown a few clusters of poppies between their fields of winter crops, wheat, vegetables, and
masoor dal. They pressed poppy seeds for oil and purified and sun-dried the sap drawn from the
pod—the source of narcotic alkaloids—for abkari, black and hard, that was eaten during
illnesses or at weddings, or sold to nobles. The British East India Company pushed Bengali
peasants to the exclusive cultivation of poppies, forcing upon them cash advances and contracts
in order to supply the company with tons of raw opium drawn from poppy seedpods. Not only did
the East India Company destroy Bengali subsistence farming; the mass production of opium in
its huge factories sucked the life from Indian workers. The fumes of opium permeated the
factories and affected all who worked there, most pitiably those who, immersed to the waist in
tanks of raw liquid opium, churned and tramped the dark ooze with their bodies and feet.15As in
India, Chinese had long used opium—called wu xiang, “black spice”—as a medicinal herb and
as an aphrodisiac. An internal opium trade emanated from China’s southwestern provinces and
the western frontier. But in the early nineteenth century, massive imports by the British East India
Company generated mass opium consumption and addiction in China. Americans also jumped
into the lucrative business, importing into China opium grown in Turkey. The amount of opium



imported into China increased from about 200 chests in 1729 to 1,000 chests in 1767 and to
10,000 each year between 1820 and 1830. The Qing government repeatedly banned the
trafficking of opium, decreeing in 1810, for instance, “Opium has a harm. Opium is a poison,
undermining our good customs and morality. Its use is prohibited by law.” Ignoring Chinese laws,
the East India Company cultivated networks of Chinese smugglers, clandestine merchants, and
corrupt officials. By 1838 the company was importing 40,000 chests a year into China, reversing
the balance of payment between China and Britain and feeding some 12 million opium users in
China.16Alarmed both by the spread of addiction and by the outflow of silver, the Qing court
moved to aggressively crack down on opium smuggling in 1838. It sent a scholar-official, Lin
Zexu, to Guangzhou to deal with the matter. As governor general of Hunan and Hubei provinces,
Lin had already cleared those provinces of opium. Designated with the new title of Imperial
Commissioner, Lin began by sending a diplomatic note to the British crown. He famously wrote
to Queen Victoria that foreign traders “coveting profit to an extreme . . . have no regard for
injuring others. Let us ask, where is your conscience? I have heard that the smoking of opium is
very strictly forbidden in your own country; that is because the harm caused by opium is clearly
understood. Since it is not permitted to do harm to your own country, then even less should you
let it be passed on to harm other countries—how much less to China.”17There is no record that
Queen Victoria received Lin’s missive. But Lin, receiving no answer, arrested seventeen hundred
Chinese opium dealers and confiscated seventy thousand opium pipes. He offered to exchange
the foreign merchants’ opium for tea, but to no avail. He then seized 2.6 million pounds of opium
in Guangzhou’s foreign section, mixed it with lime and salt, and threw it into the sea. Next, he
blocked the Pearl River, trapping Westerners in Guangzhou. A series of failed diplomatic efforts
and military feints on both sides led ultimately to war, the British claiming rights to property and
free trade; the Qing, to protect its territory.The Opium War (1839–42) rudely introduced China to
Western power. The Qing deployed ten thousand soldiers and fleets of war junks to defend its
harbors, rivers, and cities. But ultimately they proved unable to resist British gunboats that were
made of iron, powered by steam, and mounted with cannons far heavier than those of the
Chinese. Chinese called them “devil ships.” The Treaty of Nanjing extracted from China
humiliating concessions including the island of Hong Kong, an indemnity of 21 million silver
dollars, the opening of five ports to foreign trade, and extraterritorial rights for British citizens,
which exempted them from Chinese law. France and the United States quickly demanded
similar treaties recognizing them as “most favored nations” with the same access to the treaty
ports and extraterritorial rights.A second Opium War (1856–60), waged by the British and
French, resulted in the Treaty of Tianjin, which was actually four simultaneous treaties made with
Britain, France, Russia, and the United States. The treaties gave the foreign powers the right to
establish diplomatic legations in Beijing; opened ten more ports to foreign trade; opened the
interior to foreign merchants and missionaries; legalized the trade of opium; and imposed an
indemnity of 8 million silver dollars for Britain and France.By the time of the gold rushes, the
European powers, especially Great Britain, had already inserted themselves into the East and



Southeast Asian regional economy by mapping themselves onto the diplomatic and trade routes
that had long connected China and Southeast Asia. The Opium Wars and unequal treaties
enabled Europeans to force trading and missionary interests directly into China. China found
itself thrust into a new system of international relations based on Westphalian sovereignty, with
its principles of equality of nations, territorial integrity, and noninterference. Notwithstanding
these high principles of equality, the shifts in the mediums of exchange—from silver to gold in
the West and from silver to opium in China—meant that China entered into the evolving global
economy and international relations in a position of extreme weakness and disadvantage. The
Qing court would debate for several decades whether to refuse or adapt to Western diplomatic
conventions and, more broadly, to Western knowledge and modern industrial
development.18After the second Opium War, the Qing established its first foreign office, the
Zongli Yamen. Although begun as a temporary office to address practical emergencies imposed
by Western encroachments, the Zongli Yamen was a major institutional innovation and grew as a
center of power among reform-minded figures within the Qing bureaucracy. The Zongli Yamen
conducted diplomatic relations and treaty enforcement in the treaty ports. It also sent several
official missions abroad to learn firsthand about the West.19Most Qing diplomats came from
China’s literati class, men who had passed the imperial examination and entered the
government bureaucracy, the locus of social status, wealth, and power. Huang Zunxian was one
such Qing diplomat. Huang came from northern Guangdong province, the son of a first-
generation scholar-official. After Huang passed the imperial examination, he was posted to the
foreign service, an assignment of low status that disappointed his parents. But Huang’s
experience abroad enabled him to see that China had stumbled not simply into a family of
nations but also into a world marked by unevenness and big-power rapacity. He observed, “Just
take a look at Poland, take a look at poor India; / Who knows what disasters loom in our
future?”20Depending on their posting, Qing diplomats also came into contact with local Chinese
communities abroad. This augured a new relationship between Chinese overseas and the Qing
government, which banned emigration on pain by death upon return, a policy that was first
promulgated during the Ming Dynasty. The Qing had long dismissed those who left its realm as
traitorous or irrelevant. The presence of Qing consuls abroad offered Chinese emigrant
merchants and laborers unprecedented contact with their home government, indeed, a direct
line to the central government and, with it, the hope and expectation that it would defend them.
The Zongli Yamen came to understand the travails and sufferings of Chinese emigrants, which
Huang memorialized in his long poem, as one of China’s foremost international humiliations,
along with the unequal treaties imposed upon it by the West.The Zongli Yamen instructed Qing
diplomats to keep journals, which they submitted monthly with their personal observations and
experience, including “what is real in foreign countries, and what is bluffed.” These journals—
many of which were published contemporaneously—contributed to a decades-long dynamic
process of Chinese thinking about China’s place in the world, debates that necessarily involved
fundamental questions about the nature of Chinese state and society. Few in the nineteenth



century were ready or willing to abandon Confucian tenets or imperial rule, but many thinkers
wrestled with how to reconcile Western science and technology with their commitments to
Chinese principles. Some, like the diplomat Xue Fucheng, argued that Western inventions such
as printing, the postal system, and gunpowder were actually Chinese in origin. Zhang Zhidong, a
powerful viceroy, famously coined the phrase “Chinese learning for the essence and Western
learning for its utility” to both promote and constrain reform. Huang Zunxian admired Western
technology and administration but was initially suspicious of democratic government. His
thinking evolved such that by the 1890s he became a close colleague of China’s leading radical
reformers, Kang Youwei and Liang Qichao, who believed equality was central to progress. Kang
and Liang, who were forced into exile by the Empress Dowager Cixi in 1898, also cultivated ties
with Chinese living abroad.21GOLD MINING IS famously risky, with high stakes, often
compared to gambling. Driven by the desire for wealth, gold seekers took great risks that were
explainable only by the potential for reward. Gold fever drove daring, hard work, technological
invention, and political experimentation, as well as violence against humans and against the
environment. The cold calculus of business, banking, and geopolitical interests harnessed gold
fever for profit and advantage. For companies and nation-states, the desire for gold led to
enormous expenditures of capital for digging and operating deeper and deeper mines. But the
deeper the ore, the scarcer it was and the lower its grade, such that more and more rock had to
be excavated for smaller and smaller yields of the precious metal. In the Witwatersrand gold
mines in South Africa, for example, in 1905 it took on average 2.3 tons of ore to yield one ounce
of gold worth $20.67. Hence the relentless drive for cheap labor in order to make gold mining
payable.22Thus, at the turn of the twentieth century, South Africa recruited sixty thousand
indentured Chinese mine laborers to work in highly capitalized and industrialized, deep
underground mines. Their indenture marked an important difference in experience from that of
the independent prospectors who went to North America and Australasia. But there were also
broad similarities in the patterns of Chinese workers’ culture and resistance. This book tracks the
migration of Chinese gold seekers to California, to the Australian colony of Victoria, and to the
deep mines of the Witwatersrand. It considers how their experience and reception contributed to
the evolution of their identity as “Chinese,” to China’s identity as a nation, and to their
identification in the West as a global racial danger.SURELY THERE IS something fantastical
about the scale of capital and human endeavor expended in order to obtain a single ounce of
gold. Yet it is precisely the value ascribed to gold-as-money that led individuals, companies, and
nations to act in fantastical ways. Just as fantastical was the near-religious belief, cultivated by
economists in the early twentieth century, that gold is the ideal monetary system. Their belief
rested on the theory that a tight money supply generates both economic growth and stability,
and that an international monetary system based on gold promotes equilibrium in the global
balances of trade—a view that was more an ideal than it ever was a reality. The gold standard
belied an inherent bias that favored creditors (banks, industrialists, rich nations) over debtors
(farmers and workers, consumers, poor nations). The true believers promoted deflationary



policies in times of economic downturn, “harsh medicine” in the form of high interest rates, wage
cuts, and unemployment. These proved especially disastrous in accelerating the Great
Depression.23Thus during the 1930s John Maynard Keynes rejected gold standard orthodoxy
and argued for government deficit spending to expand the money supply and stimulate the
economy. Keynes famously wrote, “If the Treasury were to fill old bottles with banknotes, bury
them at suitable depths in disused coalmines which are then filled up to the surface with town
rubbish, and leave it to private enterprise on well-tried principles of laissez-faire to dig the notes
up again . . . , there need be no more unemployment.” He added, “It would, indeed, be more
sensible to build houses and the like; but if there are political and practical difficulties in the way
of this, the above would be better than nothing.”24Keynes further remarked, “Just as wars have
been the only form of large-scale loan expenditure which statesmen have thought justifiable, so
gold-mining is the only pretext for digging holes in the ground which has recommended itself to
bankers as sound finance,” signaling the arbitrariness of fiscal policy and linking money to gold.
Indeed, gold is like all money in that its viability is based on trust—a shared belief that an
abstract instrument of exchange represents something of “real” material value. The German
sociologist Georg Simmel famously referred to trust in money as “a claim upon society.” And trust
is built on power, in particular, the power of sovereign governments that issue money and
regulate its circulation.25The dynamics of the gold rushes, gold mining, and the gold monetary
system of the late nineteenth century informed Chinese emigration and China’s unequal position
in the world economy. Chinese emigrants suffered marginalization, violence, and discrimination,
but they also adapted and persevered. They struggled to claim their place in the world, in their
adopted countries, and as part of China. This book considers how the Chinese diaspora in the
West navigated the webs—webs at once fantastical and brutal—spun by gold and the tumult of
a new world come into being, a world newly imagined, organized, and governed by the powers
of race and money.PART ITWO GOLD MOUNTAINSWhen the Chinese first crossed the
ocean,They were the same as pioneers.They lived in straw hovels, cramped as snail shells;For
protection gradually built bamboo fences.Dressed in tatters, they cleared mountain
forests;Wilderness and waste turned into towns and villages.Mountains of gold towered on
high,Which men could grab with their hands left and right.Eureka! They return with a load full of
gold,All bragging this land is paradise.They beckon and beg their families to come;Legs in the
rear file behind legs in the front.Wearing short coats, they braid their queues;Men carry bamboo
rainhats; wear straw sandals.Bartenders lead along cooks;Some hold tailors’ needles, others
workmen’s axes.They clap with excitement, traveling overseas.Everyone surnamed Wong
creates confusion.—HUANG ZUNXIAN,“EXPULSION OF THE IMMIGRANTS”Chapter 1Two
Gold MountainsCalifornia gold arrived in Hong Kong at Christmas, 1848.It came as a packet of
gold dust sent by George Allan, the San Francisco agent of the Hudson’s Bay Company. The
envelope contained a small sample taken from a payment that Allan had made for a shipment of
goods, sent from the company in Hawaii to San Francisco—$6,720—payment that was made
entirely in gold dust, about 420 ounces of it (two and a half cups in volume). Allan wrote to his



counterpart in Honolulu, “No one here seems to doubt for a moment the purity of the Gold Dust,”
but he asked that the sample be sent “forward with all dispatch” to British experts in China for
evaluation.1The same ship that brought gold dust to Hong Kong also carried recent issues of the
Polynesian, a Honolulu newspaper. Hong Kong’s English-language weekly, Friend of China,
often reprinted articles from the Polynesian for local consumption. In the January 6 edition, Hong
Kong readers learned that six thousand people had taken gold valued at $4 million out of the
earth in the six months since its discovery in California. The account predicted at least twenty
thousand more arrivals in the coming year and the production of $62 million of gold in 1849, one-
third of the world’s total product of gold and half of the world’s silver product in 1846. If the
numbers (just predictions, really) weren’t exciting enough, the paper reported that digging for
gold was not complicated. It involved simply collecting gravel in the bed of a stream and
separating gold from the dirt by means of gravity and a little mercury. The arrival of the latest
news and of gold itself sent a wave of excitement throughout the British colonial port. The
following week the English brig Richard and William carried the first gold seekers from Hong
Kong to California. They were not Chinese but Americans, including a former opium runner, a
tavern owner, and a livery stable keeper.2Chinese gold seekers were not far behind. Yuan
Sheng, a businessman, left Hong Kong on May 6 on the English bark Swallow, along with two
other passengers and a cargo of Chinese goods. Yuan Sheng was from the Zhongshan region
of Guangdong province. He was born on Sanzao, one of the small islands off the coast, near
Macao. Yuan had actually been to the United States before: he had traveled to New York in
1820, probably on one of the clipper ships of the early China trade, and from there he had gone
to Charleston, South Carolina, where he became a merchant. While in the United States, Yuan
Sheng became a Christian and a naturalized American citizen. It’s not known when he returned
to China, but in 1849 he decided to go back to America, this time to California, most likely not to
dig for gold but to find business opportunities in San Francisco, another kind of golden fortune.
He already knew English and something of the ways of American life, notwithstanding the
differences between New York, South Carolina, and California.3Yuan Sheng went by the
Anglicized name of Norman Assing. His selection of this name is intriguing. His surname is a
homophone for the Yuan Dynasty (1271–1368) that was founded by Kublai Khan, the son of
Genghis Khan. He might have chosen Norman after the medieval Europeans, a contemporary
analogue of the Yuan. The Normans and Mongols were formidable conquering forces of their
time. Sheng, his given name, means “birth”; Assing is a rendering of “Ah-Sing,” the familiar form
of address of his name in Cantonese. Yuan Sheng means “born of the Yuan”; Norman Assing
suggests “born of the Normans.” His choice was a clever point of pride even if it remained
opaque to his American acquaintances.4An English-speaking merchant, Yuan Sheng was one
of the few Chinese headed for California who were named in the ship’s passenger manifest. We
are not certain of those who ventured before him. Only seven Chinese arrived in San Francisco
in 1848. When Yuan Sheng arrived in July 1849, there were barely fifty Chinese in California.
Euro-Americans writing about exciting polyglot scenes on the streets of San Francisco in 1849



invariably commented on the Chinese they encountered, both high-cultured men in flowing silk
robes and miners carrying bamboo poles strung with tools, straw hats, and gigantic boots.5The
first large group of Chinese to arrive in 1849 came under contract to an enterprising English
merchant in Shanghai. That summer the Englishman contracted a Chinese firm, Tseang Sing
(xiang sheng, or victory), which hired a ship and a number of Chinese mechanics and laborers,
perhaps fifty or sixty men. Each man signed a printed bilingual contract, stating that he, “of [his]
own free will, will put to sea . . . to proceed to Ka-la-fo-ne-a.” The Englishman pledged to find
employment for the men upon arrival; Tseang Sing advanced each man $125 passage money,
which was to be paid back from future wages.6The group arrived in San Francisco in mid-
October. They traveled east to Stockton and down the San Joaquin River, whose many
tributaries descending from the Sierra Nevada were already buzzing with activity. The company
chose a spot on Woods Creek, south of the Stanislaus River, some fifty miles from Stockton.
They set up camp on a high, wooded grade above the creek, near a group of Mexicans from
Sonora, who called their camp Salvado. Not knowing anything about gold digging, the English-
Chinese company hired a Sonoran to teach and supervise the crew. Other Chinese arrived
around the same time in groups large and small, especially in Calaveras and Tuolumne counties.
Soon there were five hundred Chinese in California, with miners making up two-thirds of the
total. The Chinese dubbed “Ka-la-fo-ne-a” Jinshan (Gam Saam in Cantonese), or Gold Mountain
(Figure 1).7WE DO NOT usually think of the California gold rush as a Pacific-oriented event. But
in its beginnings, before it became “national” (that is, American) and “international” (that is,
involving Europeans), it was very much a Pacific affair. John Sutter, at whose sawmill on the
American River gold was discovered in January 1848, had arrived in Alta California in 1839 by
way of Fort Vancouver, Honolulu, and Sitka, having attached himself to cargo clippers chartered
by the Hudson’s Bay and Russian-American companies. He obtained a land grant of 48,000
acres from the Mexican government, in exchange for which he nationalized as a Mexican citizen.
He built a fort and started a small colony of settlers, named Helvetia for his native Switzerland,
using indigenous and native Hawaiian labor, both willing and coerced. Sutter hired John
Marshall, a veteran of the recent U.S.-Mexico war, to build a water-powered sawmill on the
American River. Though Marshall claimed he was alone when he pulled a gold nugget out of the
millrace, other accounts credited a worker named Indian Jim.8As news spread of gold at Sutter’s
mill, people flocked to the rivers and streams of the Sierra Nevada. For nearly a year the gold
rush was an exciting and energetic endeavor, albeit a local and regional one. The first gold
diggers came from the existing population of about 165,000 people in Alta California, of which
150,000 were indigenous, with the balance more or less evenly divided between Californios, the
descendants of the first Spanish settlers, and white Americans and Europeans. The U.S.-Mexico
war had barely concluded at the time of the gold rush; the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo was
signed in February 1848, ceding California to the United States. Hundreds of American soldiers
and sailors remained stationed in California under U.S. military command, but there was little to
stop them from going AWOL for gold.9By summer, Mexicans experienced in gold and silver



mining were trekking along long-established routes from Sonora into Alta California. Then came
gold seekers from Oregon, Hawaii, and Chile, arriving by trade routes along the Pacific coast
that had been established in the 1830s. In the first year of the gold rush, half the people mining
for gold in California were native American Indians, especially Maidu and Miwok in the north.
Many Indians—perhaps half of those on the goldfields—worked in the placers on their own
account, sometimes in family groups, and traded gold with whites for tools and blankets. But
many others worked for Californios and white Euro-Americans, like Sutter, at low wages or for
subsistence, replicating the system of Indian servitude of the Spanish-mission ranches.10By
mid-1848, news of gold trickled to the eastern United States, but it was only after President
James K. Polk confirmed the reports in December and the U.S. mint at Philadelphia declared a
sample “genuine” that gold fever seized Americans east of the Mississippi River. In the coming
year ninety thousand people made their way to California. Chileans and Mexicans were
numerous, and Europeans, Australians, and Chinese were beginning to come, but white
Americans were by far the largest group. Half the Europeans and Americans traveled by the
overland route and half by sea, either around Cape Horn or by Panama. The latter, although
considerably shorter, involved a weeklong crossing of the isthmus by mule and canoe through
the jungle to connect between Atlantic and Pacific coast sailing ships. By 1854 there were
300,000 gold seekers in the hills.11The tens of thousands of Euro-Americans who arrived in
1849 called themselves, and came to be known to history and legend as, the forty-niners,
cementing their status as California’s pioneer gold seekers. Certainly, they were the first wave of
whites who came from the eastern United States; the economic development of California that
they spurred and California’s entry into the Union as the thirty-first state in 1850 made the gold
rush a national—and nation-building—phenomenon. But the American national identity
embodied by the figure of the forty-niner also obscures the beginning year of the gold rush,
1848, when California was still populated largely by native peoples and Californio ranchers,
connected to the rest of the world via Mexico and the Pacific, and received its first “foreign”
miners from Mexico, Chile, and Hawaii.Even as the forty-niners poured in from the eastern
United States, California’s Pacific connections grew. Who would feed and provision the masses
of gold seekers? There were entrepreneurs among the forty-niners, like Robert LeMott, who
quickly sold a stock of pants and nails he had brought from Pennsylvania. But emigrants from
the East could bring only small amounts of goods with them, and there was little farming in
California to support the forty-niners, least of all in the hills. Most American merchants who sold
provisions and amenities during the gold rush dealt in imported goods—dried fish and beef
jerky, canvas and clothing, tools, lumber, candles, coffee, livestock, and even prefabricated
houses—from Honolulu, Valparaiso, and Oregon; from Hong Kong and Sydney. LeMott, who
speculated broadly, invested in clothing, especially that which was “heavy, well made, and of
dark colors.” He wrote that merchants were making a 50 percent profit on everything they sold.
Or more: in 1851 over 300,000 barrels of foreign flour—mostly from Chile—entered San
Francisco, selling at an average price of thirteen dollars per barrel, compared to one dollar a



barrel in New England.12The schooner Julia exemplified the changing Pacific trade of the era.
She was a prize ship seized during the Mexican war, bought at auction by an American in
December 1847 and registered in Honolulu. A decline in the number of Pacific whaling ships
calling at Hawaiian ports had created an economic slump there in the spring of 1848, but the
gold rush opened new opportunities, according to the Polynesian, for “an immense market for
our products.” From June to October 1848, nearly thirty ships left Honolulu for San Francisco,
carrying all manner of goods and provisions. The Julia’s voyage that summer commanded
payments of $30,000 for cargo shipped by the Honolulu firm of Skinner and Company, which
chartered the ship, and hefty sums from consignees, including $50,000 for Starkey Janion and
Company and $6,700 for the Hudson’s Bay Company—all paid in gold. Soon the Julia would
add a Honolulu-Guangzhou leg to her journeys across the Pacific.13The Julia’s transpacific
travels linked Old and New World trade by connecting California to a longer history of British and
American interests in China. The Hudson’s Bay agent in San Francisco who sent the gold
sample to Hong Kong for advice on its quality knew it was much faster to get from San Francisco
to Hong Kong than to London. The San Francisco-Honolulu-Hong Kong connection also was
one of the main ways that people in both Hong Kong and California received news about each
other. Just as the Hong Kong paper Friend of China reprinted news from California that was
reported in the Honolulu Polynesian, the San Francisco newspaper the Californian reprinted
news from the Friend of China, which traveled via Honolulu.14The gold rush dramatically
changed the nature of the U.S.-China trade. Yankee merchants in Guangzhou and Hong Kong,
anchored in the traditional U.S.-China trade to Boston and New York via the Indian and Atlantic
Oceans, had already begun to establish transpacific routes in the 1830s and ’40s. They linked
China to Hawaii and then to California, which was less a final destination than a transshipment
point for goods headed to Acapulco, Valparaiso, or, via the Horn, New York. The gold rush
represented a new opportunity for merchants in Hong Kong—both Euro-Americans and Chinese
—to export diverse goods to California.15Hong Kong was a British colony and a free port—that
is, imported goods from one place could be unloaded and reloaded for export to another place
without payment of customs duty—and as such it quickly became the premier Asian entrepôt for
both goods and emigrants headed for the gold mountains. For the year 1849 alone, twenty-three
vessels exported nearly five thousand tons of goods from Hong Kong to San Francisco,
including sugar, rice, and tea; beer, coffee, cigars, and chocolate; hats and clothing; furniture
and canvas; tools and implements; timber logs and planks, window frames, bricks, and marble
slabs. In 1849 Chinese imported and erected some 75 to 100 buildings, modular designs of
premade frames and constructed with interlocking camphor wood panels. Most of these were
built in San Francisco—including John Frémont’s home—but some were erected in the interior.
One such “Chinese house” built in Double Springs, Calaveras County, was used as the county
courthouse, then as the post office, and later as a chicken coop. In the early 1850s, Hong Kong
merchants shipped thousands of blocks of granite, along with Chinese workers, for building the
homes and businesses of San Francisco’s new elites.16The Chinese population of Hong Kong



itself grew as nearly eight thousand people arrived in 1850, with many intending to produce
goods for the California market, engage in the shipping trade, or otherwise work in the booming
port. Chinese commercial firms in Hong Kong, although not as large or powerful as the
venerable British house Jardine Matheson, or the American firm Russell and Company,
nevertheless became important players in the California trade and in the economy of the
diaspora. They entered the trade as shipowners and as cargo and passenger brokers and
shipped “fancy Chinese goods” (silks, shawls, lacquerware, fans) that were popular among the
forty-niners as exotic souvenirs, and rice, foodstuffs, herbal medicines, clothing, and opium for
the growing overseas population of Chinese gold miners.17THE POLYNESIAN also circulated
to Sydney, Australia, via Pacific whaling ships, bringing news of California gold to the antipodes.
Between April 1849 and May 1850, some eleven thousand people left Australia for California.
Mostly they came from Sydney, a combination of fortune seekers and former convicts. White
Americans on the goldfields disliked the Australians, considering them to be criminals of rough
and immoral character, claim jumpers and “hardened thieves and robbers.” The stereotype
contained an element of truth in the predations of a San Francisco street gang known as the
Sydney Ducks, so called for the convicts’ bowed legs and peculiar gait that resulted from years
of wearing leg irons. But most Australian gold seekers were not former convicts; the California
census of 1852 showed that Sydney men were more likely to be married with children, working,
and noncriminals than Americans.18One such Australian gold seeker in California was Edward
Hammond Hargraves, an adventurous spirit and a bit of a huckster. Hargraves, born in England,
traveled in 1831 to Australia, where he tried his hand at gathering bêche-de-mer (sea cucumber)
in Torres Strait, farming in Bathurst and Wollongong, and running a store on the Manning River.
He married but left his wife and sold everything he owned to go to California in 1849. Hargraves
did not strike it rich in California and returned to Australia two years later. But he was convinced
by similarities in the topography of California and New South Wales that he would find gold in
Australia. His return proved to be propitious because the colonial governor, Sir Charles FitzRoy,
had just offered a ten-thousand-pound reward to the first person to come forward with payable
gold.19Colonists in New South Wales had noted the presence of gold since at least the 1840s,
but authorities had not encouraged prospecting. In 1844 Governor FitzRoy quashed news of
gold discoveries in the Blue Mountains west of Sydney, believing it would inflame rebellion and
disorder among the large population of convicts and former convicts; in 1849 Charles LaTrobe,
the superintendent of Port Phillip district, broke up a minirush near Melbourne on grounds of
trespass on crown lands. But news of California gold convinced colonial leaders that Australia’s
future prosperity might lie in gold, not least to spur “a healthy emigration” of miners and workers
to diminish the influence of convicts and paupers. FitzRoy appointed a geological surveyor in
1850 and announced his offer of a prize.20Hargraves set out to find gold. “I knew I was in gold
country for 70 miles,” he wrote, before finding water to wash the earth at Auroya Goyong, near
Bathurst, in February 1851. He enlisted three young men to help him, teaching them how to use
a pan and build a rocker, skills he had learned in California. Hargraves claimed the reward



(cutting out his three assistants), renamed the spot Ophir, and publicized his findings broadly.
Within a few months there were several hundred people at the diggings, farmers and shepherds
from the countryside and clerks and mechanics from Sydney.21The Australian gold rush was on.
Observers remarked that Sydney virtually emptied of people as carpenters dropped their tools,
merchants shuttered their shops, and house servants fled their masters’ homes. Not a few
people from Port Phillip (Melbourne) trekked north up to Bathurst, but prospecting spread
westward in earnest. In July 1851 the Port Phillip district of New South Wales separated and
founded the new colony of Victoria. A month later gold seekers hit a rich strike north of Geelong.
By mid-October upward of ten thousand people made their way to the central midlands of
Victoria; many diggers were taking out an ounce of gold a day (£3). Most important, perhaps,
Hargraves had introduced the “California rocker” to Australia, which enabled more efficient
washing than tin pots and dishes. Over the next decade 170,000 colonial settlers (nearly half the
entire nonnative population) moved to the goldfields, and another 573,000 gold seekers arrived
from abroad, mainly from the British Isles, as well as continental Europe, California, and China.
Chinese called Victoria Xinjinshan, or New Gold Mountain, and renamed California Jiujinshan,
Old Gold Mountain. To this day Chinese call the city of San Francisco Jiujinshan (Figure
2).22Melbourne in the fall of 1852 was a scene of merciless price gouging, cheating, theft, and
chaos. With hotels and lodging houses bursting at the seams, many new arrivals slept on the
wharf or in makeshift shelters in the scrub between beach and town. It took several months for
the colonial government to establish sites for shanty “immigrants’ homes” and a tent colony, the
latter supporting seven thousand people paying five shillings a week for the privilege of staking a
tent on swampy ground before it was shut down in 1853.They made the trek to the diggings
mostly on foot, as few could afford the cost of a horse and dray, across dirt tracks that were
either knee deep in mud or dust, depending on the season. Historian Geoffrey Serle described
it: “The first view of an established goldfield was fascinating—holes like gravel-pits and tents
everywhere, an anthill swarming with frenzied activity, a steady roar as in an immense factory
from hundreds of rocking cradles.” The scene was not unlike California in the days of ’49. But
whereas California barely had a government in the early days of the rush, Victoria’s colonial
authorities urgently sent commissioners, police, and magistrates to the goldfields. They
governed their districts with a heavy hand, issuing licenses and enforcing compliance;
registering claims; guarding and exporting gold to Melbourne (from which the government took a
cut); settling disputes; and keeping general order.23As in California, the gold rush in Victoria
boosted commerce and trade. As British colonials, Australians received most imports from
England, but there was also an established intra-Asia trade between Australia, India, and China.
In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, convict transport ships returned to England
via China, where they picked up tea, or via Bombay, where they loaded cotton for the East India
Company. In the early nineteenth century, colonial elites imported furniture and silks from Bengal
and Guangzhou. During the gold rush, English exports to Victoria grew spectacularly, rising from
£3 million in value in 1852 to £7 million in 1853. By 1857 Australia accounted for one-seventh of



all British exports. Sailing traffic from Hong Kong and Xiamen to Victoria also increased,
especially as Chinese gold seekers and merchants made their way to the new gold mountain.
During the 1850s Australia became the fourth-largest importer of Chinese tea, consumed not
just by Chinese emigrants but by British colonials as well. Americans joined the fray, shipping
speculative cargoes from both New York and California. In 1853 George Francis Train described
thirty to forty ships leaving New York bound for Melbourne, where upon arrival they found the bay
crowded with six to seven hundred ships, a “complete forest of masts.” Australian exports also
dramatically increased, from £9 million in 1851 to £29 million in 1852 and nearly £45 million in
1857.24BOTH VICTORIA AND CALIFORNIA bore the characteristic features of settler-colonial
societies, located on the frontiers of metropolitan centers, claimed and settled with the ambition
of territorial expansion, and achieved through native dispossession. The precontact indigenous
population of Australia was estimated to be as high as 750,000, in over five hundred language
groups. In Victoria, by 1850, the Aboriginal population declined by 90 percent, the result of death
from European diseases (especially smallpox), violence, land encroachment and dispossession
by pastoralists, and removal to reserves that the British called, without irony, “protectorates,”
although the project was given up for its failure to contain and assimilate.25During the early
years of the gold rush, Aboriginal peoples, especially Djadjawurrung and Wathawrrung,
interacted with Europeans as guides, as provisioners of game, fish, and bark (for building huts),
and in cultural exchanges. They also prospected for gold in an “independent and intermittent
style,” often quite successfully. If some Europeans benefited from Aboriginal knowledge and
commerce, others disdained, distrusted, and violently attacked them. More generally, the arrival
of some several hundred thousand nonindigenous migrants in Central Victoria in the span of a
decade constituted nothing less than a massive dispossession: gold seekers overran Aboriginal
lands, dug out mineral quarries, destroyed hunting and fishing grounds, and cut down forests. R.
L. Milne, a contemporary critic, wrote that “the aboriginal inhabitants, with a title from Heaven . . .
are plundered, dispossessed and slain. . . . Tell me not that the greater part of you are innocent,
merely because ye have done the act with your own hands. Accessors, by social connexion, and
participation of the spoil are . . . murderers as well as the actual perpetrators of the deed” (Figure
3).26Later, in the 1870s, when gold mining opened in northern Queensland, European and
Chinese prospectors would confront larger numbers of indigenous people in the interior.
Aboriginal people in the bush resisted European encroachment by burning villages, stealing
livestock, and spearing settlers, but their spears were ultimately no match for the Europeans’
rifles. Colonial patrols conducting official frontier “dispersals” and private settler violence
committed more than sixty thousand Aboriginal killings in the latter half of the nineteenth
century, a staggering index of the violence that enabled European settlement. Some Europeans
worried over whether the Christian imperative to “multiply and replenish” the earth gave them the
“moral right to take by forcible possession a Country inhabited by savages.” But most were
certain that “it is a question of forced occupation or none.”27In California, native peoples worked
on the goldfields during the first year of the rush. But American gold seekers who came down



from Oregon soon targeted them. With gold fever exacerbating racial suspicion, they attacked
Indians on the diggings, raping women and killing men. Indians fought back against the
Oregonians and then the forty-niners, who were soon overrunning traditional hunting and fishing
grounds. Violence pervaded the mountains. During 1849 and 1850 Augustin Hale, who
prospected north of Sacramento, filled his diary with entries about contact and skirmishes with
Indians. At Beaver Valley, Hale wrote, “the Indians have their Sentinels out on the most
commanding points of the high mountains & notify each other by shouts and signal fires of the
white man’s approach.” He described passing “several Indian Ranches [villages] in flames, set
by the preceding parties whose mules had been stolen” and whites who were “attacked in the
night by a large number of Indians who fired some Guns and many Arrows & then rushed [in]
with clubs.” A party of men came down from the mountains after three months reporting they
“found no Gold that would pay for working & fighting the Indians.”28Settlers’ violence was
relentless, and by 1850, the U.S. Army and then state and local militias joined them, committing
even larger massacres. Miwok, Maidu, Pomo, Wappo, and other indigenous peoples retreated
from the diggings to the mountains and then to sites still higher in the mountains, where they
barely survived. State and federal lawmakers also refused to make treaties with California’s
Indians, which would have recognized a small portion of Indian lands as sovereign. As Peter
Burnett, first governor of the California territory, promised, there would be nothing short of a
complete “war of extermination . . . until the Indian race becomes extinct.”29Increasingly, whites
both in the Australian colonies and in California believed that the extermination of indigenous
peoples was a necessary condition for white settlement, by which they meant the replacement
of native sovereignties with Euro-American possession and the reorganization of land and
economic relations according to the laws of private property and the market. Victoria and
California were also based on the principle of free labor. Victoria outlawed convict transportation
and contract labor from its founding in 1851, when it split from New South Wales.30During the
first couple years of the California rush, unfree labor dotted the goldfields—enslaved African
Americans brought by white southerners, California Indians held in servitude by Californios and
Euro-Americans, peones brought by Chilean and Sonoran mining companies, and like those
working at Woods Creek, Chinese brought under contract.31But contracts were virtually
impossible to enforce on the goldfields because people could simply walk away from their
masters to seek their own fortunes in the hills. An English ship captain wrote in 1849, “Fifteen
coolies I brought [to San Francisco] from China, and who were under a bond for two years with
the party who engaged them, were no sooner ashore than they resisted their contract, and each
turned his separate way.” Ramón Gil Navarro, who headed a company from Chile, lost half his
workers and even his manager within days of their arrival in San Francisco. Desertion was
prevalent, and investors soon gave up the practice of contract labor.32Desertion was also
common among sailors, who in the nineteenth century worked in another mode of unfree labor.
As early as March 1848, San Francisco merchants were complaining that desertions by ships
crews threatened the promise of prosperity. The problem only got worse. The Hudson’s Bay



Company agent in San Francisco had trouble finding sailors, even at a promised wage of $200
for a short run to Honolulu. J. D. Borthwick, a Scottish observer, noted hundreds of ships lying
idle in the bay in 1851, for want of sailing crews. Likewise, sailors in Port Phillip Bay at Melbourne
left their ships in droves. In 1852 only three out of thirty-five foreign ships could muster a full
crew. Some captains put their entire crew in jail until they were ready to sail out; others led their
men to the diggings for a few weeks, where arduous conditions and doubtful returns cured most
of them of gold fever.33Victoria and California thus had many similarities as settler-colonial
societies. In both locations the gold rushes accelerated native dispossession and mass in-
migration, produced sudden wealth as well as financial loss, and introduced capitalist mining
technologies. But they also differed in important respects. Australia had already had decades of
colonial governance, first over the penal colonies and then over a mixed population of convicts,
former convicts, and free immigrants. The growing free population ranged from wealthy
pastoralists, who set up enormous sheep runs and developed the wool trade, to the Irish poor,
who came as assisted migrants, including many women for employment as household servants.
Colonial Australia had a stronger presence of state authority in the 1850s than did California,
which had just come into American possession in 1848. Victoria was nested in the British
Empire’s Asian orbit and was subject to the empire’s laws, whereas the United States, while in
many ways behaving like an empire, was a sovereign republic. Both gold rushes took place on
land owned by the government, but only in Victoria did the government actually control the
goldfields by means of police enforcement of myriad regulations, from taxation to sanitation.
These differences would have important bearing on the development of the two societies,
including Chinese-white race relations.THE VAST MAJORITY OF Chinese gold diggers in
California and Victoria hailed not from Shanghai but from southern China, especially the Siyi, or
four counties, that lay on the western side of the Pearl River delta in Guangdong province.
Remarkably, the vast majority came from just one county, Xinning. Xinning was a poor place,
owing to its rocky soil and hilly terrain, its cycles of drought and flood, and its relative isolation
from the market. The land produced only enough rice to feed its people for half the year, so
farmers grew sweet potatoes and peanuts on the hillsides to supplement their crops. Instability
from British economic penetration and local political violence made conditions worse. Families
sent sons and brothers to nearby cities for seasonal work as laborers, peddlers, and factory
workers. No one knows who were the first Chinese from Xinning to venture to California, but they
had probably already migrated from their home villages to Guangzhou or its environs. What is
clear is that they established a classic pattern of chain migration to California and Victoria and,
soon afterward, to the goldfields of Canada and New Zealand. Gold seekers from the Siyi
founded the Chinese diaspora in North America and Australasia.34They were not the first
Chinese to emigrate beyond the seas. People from China’s southeastern coastal regions had
been trading and settling in the nanyang (southern seas, or Southeast Asia), from Thailand to
Champa and Java, since at least the thirteenth century of the Common Era. But in the
nineteenth century, mass Chinese emigration reached far beyond the nanyang, as greater



numbers left in search of work abroad owing to difficult conditions at home. Southern China
suffered from cycles of drought and flood, in addition to economic displacements caused by
Western market intrusions and violent upheavals during the long Taiping Rebellion (1850–64), a
messianic peasant movement that sought to overthrow the Qing. Two new streams of long-
distance Chinese migration in the mid-nineteenth century arose from two different types of Euro-
American colonialism: one involved indentured labor to plantation colonies in the Caribbean and
South America, and the other comprised voluntary emigration to the frontier regions of Anglo-
American settler colonies in North America and Australasia.35Nearly a quarter-million
indentured Chinese workers shipped to plantations in British Guyana, the British West Indies,
Cuba, and Peru between the 1830s and ’70s. Most of them worked on Cuban sugar fields
alongside enslaved Africans and on the guano islands off the coast of Peru. Collectively they
made up the so-called coolie trade, the notorious traffic of bound labor that snared the most
destitute and dispossessed people of Asia for labor in New World colonies. The Chinese called
the coolie trade in these unfortunate souls mai zhuzai, “selling piglets.”36The second stream of
Chinese emigration started with the global rush for gold to the Anglo-American settler colonies
of North America and Australasia, about 325,000 between 1850 and 1900. They went first to
California, and then in the mid-1850s, as California became inhospitable to them, they went to
the antipodes in increasing numbers. Of 15,000 Chinese people departing from Hong Kong in
1853, barely 3,000 were bound for California while more than 10,000 went to Victoria.37Chinese
who went to the two gold mountains were neither as poor nor as desperate as plantation
indentures. They were farmers, rural workers, artisans, mechanics, and merchants who, in many
respects, were just like other people from around the world who came seeking gold.
Contemporary observers in Hong Kong routinely noted that unlike the contracted labor sent to
the plantation colonies, Chinese emigration to California and Australia was “uniformly and
actually free emigration.” Also like Euro-American gold seekers, the Chinese were
overwhelmingly men. The few women on the goldfields, whether American, Chilean, French, or
Chinese, were wives of merchants, entertainers, barmaids, or sex workers. In time the sex ratio
among Euro-Americans improved. But the Chinese population remained overwhelmingly male,
in part because custom dictated that a wife should remain in the household of her husband’s
parents.38MOST CHINESE GOLD SEEKERS paid for their own passage with family funds or
borrowed from clan or district associations. Lee Chew recalled that his father gave him $100,
half of which he spent on ship’s passage to San Francisco. Lee’s father was a middling farmer
with ten acres near Guangzhou, who grew rice, sweet potatoes, peas, sugarcane, and bananas.
Lee worked on his father’s land until he was sixteen years old, when he became awestruck by
the riches of a returned emigrant from California. With their fathers’ support, Lee and five other
boys from the village traveled together to Hong Kong and then to San Francisco.39Families of
lesser means pooled resources to send one or two young men. Those without much land or
savings borrowed money. Loans and contracts were common throughout Qing China, including
in rural areas, which were often connected to local and regional market networks. Especially in



the first years of the gold rush, credit terms were high. In 1856 the Huang family of Xilong,
Guangdong province, guaranteed a loan of 18 liang (about £20) from the Xilong Association to
send their son, Huang Guanyi, to Gold Mountain, at an annual interest rate of 50 percent. If the
loan was not paid back by the specified date, additional interest would accrue at the rate of 150
percent. The contract also gave the lenders the right to seize remittances Huang sent to his
family in the event that debt payments were late or not paid. These steep terms were slightly
mitigated by a clause that “unforeseen circumstance during his oceanic passage, or at Gold
Mountain,” would void the contract. The high cost of the loan suggests both the presence of a
demand market and the emigrants’ expectations that they would strike it rich on Gold
Mountain.40That expectation was fueled by letters or return visits home by the first wave of
emigrants, newspaper reports, and advertising. The British emigration officer in Hong Kong
wrote in 1853, “Upwards of 800 Chinese have returned from California, . . . They appeared all of
them to have plenty of money and stated their intention to returning to California. . . . The return
of Chinese under such favorable circumstances must naturally stimulate emigration to that
quarter.” The first Chinese-language newspaper in Hong Kong, Xia’er guanzhen (China Serial, a
missionary publication), carried articles on emigration as early as 1853 and practical information
for people venturing abroad, as well as thoughtful commentaries about the spread of Chinese to
different parts of the world. Emigration was further stimulated by shipping companies, which
circulated advertisements boasting of the riches of the gold mountains. An emigration industry
grew, operating between towns and villages in Guangdong, Hong Kong, and California and
Australia, handling credit for passenger tickets as well as conveying letters and remittances from
abroad back to the villages.41THE GOLD RUSHES BROUGHT large numbers of Chinese and
Euro-Americans into contact with each other on an unprecedented scale, far surpassing the
limited experience of European colonial enclaves in Chinese port cities or the occasional
Chinese visitors to the United States and England in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries. The San Francisco Customs Office noted 325 arrivals from China in 1849 and 450 in
1850; in 1850 Chinese comprised only one percent of the California mining population. But
2,700 Chinese arrived in 1851 and 20,000 in 1852. Chinese comprised about 10 percent of the
total population of California by the late 1850s, and upward of 25 percent in the mining districts.
A similar pattern exists in Australia. By 1859 there were at 40,000 to 50,000 Chinese in Victoria,
roughly 20 to 25 percent of the mining population. Historians of the Australian rush have
remarked that many Britons had never “mixed so freely with foreigners, especially the
Chinese.”42The English-Chinese-Sonoran mining party did not stay long at Woods Creek. Their
efforts were reportedly successful, so it may have been competitive jealousy that prompted a
group of whites to chase them off their claim. Violence and threats of violence were pervasive on
the diggings, part of a hypercompetitive environment in which miners of all ethnic backgrounds
quarreled and fought over claims. White Americans were especially aggressive toward
foreigners, regardless of their national origin.The Chinese gold diggers at Woods Creek
relocated to the other side of the hillside, to a small mining encampment called Camp



Washington. Soon other Chinese found their way there, although whites tended to pass the area
by because the diggings were “dry”—that is, dirt had to be hauled to a water source in order to
be washed. The site became known as Chinee, Chinee Diggings, and finally, Chinese Camp.
The latter name became official when a post office for Chinese Camp, California, opened in the
general store in April 1854.Chapter 2On the DiggingsBy 1856 a thousand Chinese lived in
Chinese Camp, with hundreds more on the placer flats to the north. At its peak, Chinese Camp
and its surrounding area supported a population of five thousand Chinese. Chinese Camp grew
into a thriving town because it was located where the main stage road from Stockton turned east
toward Yosemite and hence was a good place for travelers to stop for supplies, rest, and
information. A sizable white business section served both Chinese and whites, including the
Wells Fargo office, a blacksmith, and an assayer, but Chinese comprised the majority of the
population. Chinese businesses also served whites, especially washhouses and cafés. Ah Chi
ran an eating house on Washington Street in a shack with a stove of creek stones covered by a
sheet of iron. According to legend, he served forty-niners wild pigeon pie, grilled bear steak, and
apple pie.1Chinese shops and dwellings, simple wooden houses, crowded along rows
concentrated on the west side of town. The vast majority of Chinese living in and around
Chinese Camp were gold miners, but the town boasted a diverse population befitting a
commercial and social hub: merchants, laundrymen, and prostitutes, as well as tailors,
herbalists, bakers, butchers, gambling hall operators, and a musician. A Chinese vegetable
garden and a fishpond lay at the edge of town, which meant that Chinese had access to fresh
vegetables and fish, both especially prized elements of their diet, and even turtles, a delicacy.
Two merchants, Ah Sam and Fin Lung, each held $500 in real estate and $2,000 in personal
property. By the middle 1860s, Chinese merchant houses were reportedly earning from $50,000
to $100,000 a year. Chinese Camp had four native-place associations, called huiguan (literally,
“meeting hall”) and three “temples” that were large structures with luxurious gold-leaf carvings
and images. The large halls may have been Buddhist or mixed-religion temples, or the meeting
hall of the Zhigongdang (Chee Kong Tong, Universal Justice League), a secret brotherhood
society with roots in the Tiandihui (Heaven and Earth Society) in southern China. The town also
boasted several gambling halls, featuring fan-tan, the popular game of chance. The residents of
Chinese Camp strived to make their surroundings beautiful. They planted persimmon trees,
which bore fruit that they loved. At the lunar new year they planted narcissus bulbs, an early
spring bloomer. And they planted “trees of heaven,” a pungent variety of sumac native to China
that was valued for the medicinal uses of its bark and leaves. Some said the tall shade trees
reminded the Chinese of home.2There were few women in Chinese Camp—seamstresses,
prostitutes, and miners’ and merchants’ wives; only a few families were established. White
Americans called a woman who raised fowl “Duck Mary” and the garden farmer “China Lena.” A
rare surviving marriage certificate shows that Ah Sam, age twenty-five, and Yo Sup, age twenty,
wed on January 24, 1860, before J. Collingwedge, justice of the peace for Chinese Camp. Who
was this young couple? The records yield little. Nine miners named Ah Sam are listed in the



census records of Tuolumne County in 1860, and one woman is listed as “Ah Yow” (Yo Sup
means “née Yo” in Siyi dialect) in Chinese Camp. She was one of seven women living at a
saloon kept by Ah Sow. But they do not show up in later census records of Tuolumne or
elsewhere in California. Perhaps Ah Sam took his wife, along with his gold earnings, back to
China.3Only a few other towns in the California interior had comparable concentrations of
Chinese. Marysville, the gateway to the northern Sierra goldfields, included a large Chinese
quarter along First Street, just above the Yuba River. Marysville was known among California
Chinese as Sam Fow (Sanbu), or number-three city, after San Francisco (Dai Fow [Dabu], the
big city) and Sacramento (Yi Fow [Erbu], number-two city). Marysville Chinese offered shops
and services for Chinese in the vicinity. They built a temple in 1854 named Bok Kai Mui
(beiximiao), or “temple of the north side of the stream,” after its location on the Yuba River. It
survives to the present day. Originally a Daoist temple, it evolved to include Buddhist and
Confucian deities. The most popular god worshipped at the temple was Xuan Wu (mysterious
warrior), the Taoist god of the elements. Xuan Wu controlled water, the gold digger’s best
friend.4In 1860 Chinese in Oroville, north of Sacramento, numbered nearly one thousand, nearly
40 percent of the town’s population. Half were miners or laborers employed in the construction of
water flumes and ditches in the area, the latter perhaps men who had poor luck as prospectors.
The other half comprised the usual occupations: merchants, butchers, herbalists, prostitutes,
carpenters. The presence of a jeweler and a bookseller indicate wealth and literacy among the
Chinese.5Most Chinese gold seekers lived not in these large towns but in small settlements
near their claims. In the early days, these were often just collections of tents. J. D. Borthwick, the
Scottish traveler, observed Chinese miners on Weaver’s Creek living in “a dozen or so small
tents and brush houses,” and, at a gulch near Angels Camp—the goldfields town later made
famous by Bret Harte and Mark Twain—“about a hundred Chinese had here pitched their tents
on a rocky eminence by the side of their diggings.” Along the north fork of the Calaveras River,
some two hundred Chinese worked alongside white Americans and a few French and Mexican
miners but lived separately in an encampment that whites called Chinese Town.6Chinese living
on the diggings walked to the nearest town for provisions and amusements, either from white
storekeepers or, if there was one, a Chinese merchant. One did not have to walk to a large town
like Chinese Camp or Oroville; dozens of small goldfield towns in California had one or two
Chinese merchants or a small Chinese quarter, a block or so long, with a few amenities and
residents. The Chinese near Angels Camp had only a short distance to go to town, where there
was a small Chinese section. Those working along the Calaveras River would have purchased
basic supplies from Daniel Latimer, a rancher who ran a general store close to the diggings. Or
they might have walked a short distance to Petersburg, the nearest town, which was infamously
known as “Greasertown” for its large Mexican and Chilean population. There they would have
found a greater variety of goods, a meal in a restaurant, or entertainment at a saloon. On
occasion they would have walked farther, another five miles or so, to San Andreas, where there
were a few Chinese merchants.7The first Chinese stores were simple and rough, built with



canvas, a stone chimney, and a dirt floor. These rude structures typified all construction in the
early days of the rush, including stores and even “inns.” Gradually they became replaced with
“folk houses,” simple one- or two-room structures made out of vertical boards with a gable roof
and dirt floor. Chinese stores were slow to improve beyond this point, even as white businesses
evolved with masonry fronts and iron fire doors and shutters. The Sun Sun Wo store in
Coulterville, Mariposa County, is a rare sturdy construction. Built in 1851 with adobe walls and a
dirt roof, it survived the fire of 1899 that razed the town. The store operated continually from
1851 until 1926; the structure remains standing today.8Both Chinese and white merchants sold
miners a range of goods—sugar, whiskey, and candles; canvas and cotton; rope, nails, sledges,
and dynamite; ham, canned oysters, salmon, and eggs, the latter an expensive luxury in the hills.
Americans often remarked on Chinese miners’ willingness to pay good prices for quality food. A
butcher in the southern mines commented, “I have sold in one day as high as fourteen hogs,
averaging seventy-five pounds each. They will pay as high as a dollar a pound for nice dried
sausage. They are very fond of fowls, and buy a great many. . . . I have sold a fat chicken at three
dollars and a half, for a feast.” Chinese merchants sold general merchandise and provisions as
well as Chinese foodstuffs (black beans, salted fish, lichee), herbal medicines, opium, green tea,
and ritual items used in ancestor and burial ceremonies. Both Chinese and white storekeepers
sold on credit, settling accounts once a month without interest, the usual method of business
across the goldfields. Chinese paid for their goods in cash, in gold dust, against wages, or in
exchange for services, like washing clothes.9IN THESE WAYS Chinese carved out their own
commercial niches while also participating in the larger goldfield economy. The same was true
for the actual work of mining for gold. During the first years of the gold rushes, gold seekers
sought their treasure in creeks and streams, where gold could be washed and sifted from river
dirt, a type of mining called alluvial or placer mining. Chinese called it xie jin or “gold scrap”
mining. The methods of alluvial mining were common to all gold seekers, with techniques that
originated in different cultures but became adapted for universal use. Panning, for example, has
its origins in the batea, the basket-woven bowl that dates to Spanish alluvial mining in
Mesoamerica in the seventeenth century. Sonorans taught Europeans and Americans in
California how to use it. To pan for gold, a person stood in a creek and washed dirt from the
creekbed in a pan, swishing it around to separate gold from sand. Because gold is heavier than
anything else found in the river beds, it remains after everything else has washed off.10The next
level of technology was the rocker, or cradle, a simple wooden device with a slanted, riffled
board. Dirt was washed down the board, leaving gold in the riffles. A single person could operate
a rocker, but it was more efficient when several partners divided tasks—hauling dirt, hauling
water, cleaning gold from the ridges. Chinese mining on river placers favored the rocker, which
was cheap, easy to build, and importantly for the Chinese, portable, in the event that they were
chased from their claims (Figure 4).11Edward Hargraves, the Australian who went to California
and returned to claim the first discovery of alluvial gold in New South Wales, also brought back
with him to Australia knowledge of the rocker. But even as they adopted it, Australians needed



other means to break up the soil of Victoria’s gullies, which was thick and heavy with clay. The
puddling machine used human or horse power to pull a harrow around a circular trough filled
with water, breaking the clay into clumps. The gold-bearing sludge could then be washed for
gold. Chinese miners in Victoria invested in puddling machines when they could, often pooling
resources to purchase a horse.12While Chinese used the same methods as Euro-Americans,
they also brought and adapted water-management technologies from Guangdong agriculture,
many of which were taken up and used by others. Chinese built sluices and dams and
introduced the chain pump, an unwieldly contraption that used foot pedals, waterwheels, and
gravity to pump and divert water. Borthwick considered the chain pump needlessly elaborate
and inefficient, although it impressed others: “watch the miners on the river or study their water
wheels and pumps from those of our celestial friends which John turns with his feet by a most
industrious treadmill kind of operation to the most scientific arrangement.” Borthwick admired the
work of a Chinese company at Mississippi Bar, which built a two-hundred-yard-long wing-dam—
a barrier that extends partly across a river, controlling the direction and speed of water—
ingenuously applying mechanical power to handle the immense pine tree logs. Small Chinese
companies in Victoria favored sluicing, a long wooden trough built down a hillside that operated
on the same principle as the rocker. The Bendigo Advertiser reported in December 1878 that
Chinese sluicing companies were working in three shifts, around the clock, using 3 million
gallons of water per week.13These various arrangements indicate that gold mining was most
commonly taken up not by individuals working on their own, as the stereotype of the rugged,
manly prospector suggests, but in partnerships and other group arrangements. Panning knee
deep in creek water was cold, backbreaking, and time-consuming. Far better to work in groups.
In California and Victoria placer mining, cooperative mining was the norm among all ethnic
groups. Miners quickly learned that working in small groups enabled them to work more
efficiently, to take turns at the more arduous tasks, and to share costs and rewards; hence the
Australian historian Geoffrey Serle’s observation that “in its early years the [Victorian gold]
industry was almost exclusively worked by thousands of tiny cooperative groups.” American forty-
niners often traveled from home with partners and companies, and although many of them
famously broke up upon arrival, they invariably found new partners on the diggings.14Among
Chinese gold seekers, partners were often close relatives or from the same village or clan
lineage, indicating kinship as the medium of trust. Notwithstanding trust, Chinese miners
sometimes formalized their partnerships by jointly registering their claims. In Calaveras County,
California, for example, some two hundred Chinese worked along the north fork of the Calaveras
River on its bars and in the riverbed. A rare surviving register of mining claims for Lower Log
Cabin district includes sixty-one claims of Chinese miners from 1854 to 1857. Of these, parties
of two or three accounted for twenty-seven claims (44 percent). In Tuolumne County, Chinese
placer mining partners fared about as well as (or as poorly as) white partners working similar
claims—earning about $75 per man per month on claims valued at $500 to $600.15Victorian
gold district registers of mining claims show the same patterns. For example, Ah Ping and Low



Ying registered their claim of one hundred yards of Bendigo Creek, “commencing 50 yds from
White Hills cemetery,” in 1868. A map of the Golden Point section of Forest Creek in the
Castlemaine district shows individual mining claims along the creek, with Chinese and
Europeans working in close proximity to one another. The map shows claims belonging to
Molloy, Lo Cheung, Murphy, Ah Cheung, A’Kut, and Burns arrayed cheek by jowl in the
gully.16American mining census reports reference Chinese mining companies with names such
as the John China Placer Mining Company and the Hong Kong China Wing Dam Company.
They are described as either owned or leased, with ten to twenty workers working with sluice
boxes and races, wing dams, and waterwheels. In these companies a local merchant bought or
leased the claim, furnished the equipment, and engaged the miners. The companies did not pay
wages but operated on a share basis, in which the merchant-investor took a portion of the output
and the miners divided the rest. Merchants also supplied the miners’ provisions, which was
convenient but may also have made the miners dependent upon them.17Another common form
of ownership was the egalitarian cooperative. These typically involved five to ten men working
smaller claims with low-tech equipment, such as rockers. They also worked on the share
system, but on the principle of equal shares for both profits and expenses. Local claims registers
in El Dorado and Yuba counties also show that Chinese diggers often claimed rights by
preemption. That is, they were the first nonnatives to lay claim to their sites, paying no money but
registering ownership as squatters, which was the general custom among miners to take
possession of unclaimed property, whether fresh or abandoned. The pattern is significant
because it is belies the conventional understanding that Chinese worked only on depleted
claims that whites abandoned or sold to them.18The mining cooperatives practiced a strong
ethos of egalitarianism. Ah Fock, one of seven partners mining in Sierra County, California,
insisted that his group had no boss; he described himself as “merely the treasurer, the man who
took charge of the [gold] dust as it come out. I don’t claim any charge of the working there.” In
one story that circulated widely among Chinese, possibly apocryphal, a group chiseled a forty-
pound nugget into small pieces so each man could have his share.19The same cooperative
arrangements existed in the Australian colonies. According to Rev. William Young’s unofficial
1858 census of the Chinese population in the Victoria gold districts, more than half of the 2,200
Chinese miners in Bendigo worked in small companies. Three hundred men worked in
companies with puddling machines, and around nine hundred worked in small companies—
likely cooperatives—washing tailings (discarded rock debris, silt, and dirt from worked-over
claims). Small groups also banded together to achieve economies of scale. According to Serle,
the “most typical form” of work for Chinese was “paddocking,” in which “gangs of one hundred or
more lift and wash the soil of gullies from end to end, working either cooperatively or as
companies of employees” (Figure 5).20In Victoria claims registers, individually owned claims
with substantial acreage or equipment indicate small companies, such as Ah Ling’s sluicing
claim of three acres at Old Race Course Spring, near Daylesford. Egalitarian cooperatives are
evidenced in small claims with four to eight holders of equal shares. A cooperative located at



Portuguese Flat near the town of Creswick comprised eight “mates,” including at least two
cousins. The miners slept in separate tents but ate breakfast together and divided chores such
as cooking and collecting firewood. They held equal shares in the claim, each worth three to four
pounds. One member, Ah Yung, kept the group’s gold and books and paid out weekly earnings
of about thirty shillings to the members.21Both companies and cooperatives were similar to
mining organizations found in China and Southeast Asia. In southern China placer tin-mine
operators sometimes hired local farmers during the slack season, but there were also small
companies of full-time miners, often comprising landless and socially marginal types, who
worked for shares under a manager-investor. These companies had minimal internal hierarchy
and generous share division, reflecting the difficulty in holding labor. The practice of share
division is also similar to the tradition of partnership arrangements from late Qing-era business
organization.22The cooperatives in California and Victoria bear a canny resemblance to the
famous Chinese kongsi (company) of the West Kalimantan (West Borneo) gold mines of the
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. These began as small, egalitarian share
partnerships, as their names suggest—shiwufen (fifteen shares), xinbafen (new eight shares).
As the mining industry developed, some of these cooperatives joined to create federations; a
few became extremely powerful and acted as though they were sovereign states. The power of
the West Kalimantan kongsi derived from the position of Chinese in between the native
population and the Dutch colonizers. Those conditions, of course, did not exist in the United
States or Australia, so Chinese cooperatives remained primitive. But their ethos of internal
egalitarianism and solidarity carried over. Significantly, all these formations—mining companies
in southern China, cooperatives in West Borneo, and their counterparts in California and
Australia—were associated with the Tiandihui, the largest sworn-brotherhood network in
southern China, which spread overseas as exiles fled the repressive aftermath of the Taiping
Rebellion in the mid-nineteenth century.23CHINESE MINERS ALSO WORKED for wages from
white employers. Chinese from Guangdong province would not have been unfamiliar with wage
labor. The Pearl River delta region had been substantially commercialized since at least the
seventeenth century, and textile and metallurgic industries included work for wages or cash. In
California’s southern mines, Chinese worked “shoulder to shoulder” with Cornish miners in John
C. Frémont’s mines at Mariposa. U.S. mining commissioner Rossiter W. Raymond reported
“whole shifts of brawny pig tail wearers” working in deep mines in Mariposa, Merced, and
Tuolumne counties from the late 1850s, in careers that ran as long as ten to fifteen years. By
1870, Chinese miners were earning between thirty-nine and fifty dollars per month, nearly the
pay rate of white miners. Chinese also worked as unskilled laborers for sluicing companies and
in the quartz mining mills, feeding the giant stamping machines that crushed the tons of rock
dug up from the earth to release the gold from the veins within.24A more extensive practice was
the hiring of Chinese by hydraulic mining companies, which used high-pressure water hoses to
blast the side of mountains to mine auriferous gravel from the ancient riverbeds deep within; and
by water companies, which delivered water to the hydraulic mining systems from mountain lakes



and reservoirs. These were California’s first major capital-intensive mining endeavors, which
sought to eliminate the unpredictability of rainfall and to mine gold in large quantities. The scale
of these operations was staggering. By the late 1860s, California water companies had erected
six thousand miles of flumes and water ditches at a capital cost of $200 million, delivering
billions of cubic yards of water per year to mining companies. Chinese worked for wages in
construction and in hydraulic mining operations. The Mariposa and Merced South Fork Canal
hired as many as two thousand Chinese for ditch construction in 1857. California’s largest
hydraulic mining operation, the North Bloomfield Mining and Gravel Company in Nevada County,
employed eight hundred Chinese and three hundred whites in its ditches. Beginning in the late
1860s, Chinese merchant-investors, who could not afford the initial capital cost of a hydraulic
operation, bought or leased operations from white owners and ran them with technical expertise
and good profit (Figures 6 and 7).25Hydraulic mining was controversial because it dumped
millions of tons of water, earth, and chemical waste into mountain streams and rivers. Sediment
and silt clogged the rivers, causing floods that destroyed thousands of acres of farmland in the
Sacramento Valley. Finally, in 1884 the federal court in San Francisco banned hydraulic mining,
the first environmental court ruling in the United States. Judge Lorenzo Sawyer declared
hydraulic mining was “a public and private nuisance” and forbade its operation in areas tributary
to navigable streams and rivers. While hydraulic mining mostly ceased in California after
Sawyer’s decision, Chinese continued with the method. In some cases they flouted the law, and
in other cases they conformed to it by constructing timber and rush dams to keep tailings from
entering water streams.26Chinese also performed work for whites for cash on an individual
basis. For example, in Coloma, Hiram Hurlbet, his son Duane, and two other partners hired two
or three Chinese, paying them $52.50 for twenty-one days of work. After paying the Chinese and
accounting for supplies and board, each partner was left with $12 profit, not more than what they
paid the Chinese laborers. Hiring out could also be reciprocal. H. B. Lansing, a young American
miner working at San Andreas and Mokelumne Hill, sometimes hired Chinese (as well as
German and French) miners to work on his claim, at times alongside him and at other times
when he just wanted a break. Lansing also hired himself out, in one instance to prospect a claim
for a group of Chinese and on other occasions for construction work on dams and flumes.
Lansing’s experience suggests that independent miners of all ethnic groups worked as day labor
and for odd jobs according to need.27In Victoria in the late 1860s and ’70s, Chinese also found
employment with quartz mining companies. A few of them were actually owned by Chinese,
former miners who invested in quartz operations. William Young’s 1868 census reported
approximately seven hundred Chinese doing wage work for whites in the Ovens District. Smaller
numbers were employed at European claims in Ballarat. Although some Chinese worked
underground, more worked inside the mills, feeding and running the stamping machines. Others
practiced “tributing”—not waged labor but a contract with a mining company to treat and stack
tailings. Small companies or cooperatives likely made these contracts. For example, Ah Wah’s
company in Bendigo contracted to work fifty yards of creekbed between Short and Myrtle



streets, to cart out tailings and wash them in a puddling machine nearby. According to a
historian, tailings work was not “scrabbling around on rubble, but one stage in a complex and
sophisticated set of processes” to which Chinese applied capital and expertise. Chinese also
paid for the right to rewash tailings for gold—a low-yield proposition but remunerative with
patient work.28Chinese mining practices, then, were flexible and diverse and in many ways
similar to the economic organization of Euro-American mining labor. As Serle noted, cooperation
was common among all national and ethnic groups. White miners celebrated it as the
quintessence of fraternity among free men but failed to recognize the practice among Chinese.
But the Chinese cooperative practices endured. Built upon solidarities of native place and
kinship, they might be considered a kind of refuge from—even resistance to—capitalist wage
relations. Europeans and Americans did not have analogous cultural resources to sustain
independent mining. Thus, when the quartz mining companies came to dominate the scene,
Euro-Americans traded their autonomy for the relative security of a job—or quit mining
altogether.The diversity of Chinese mining practices also highlights the problem of thinking
about labor in rigidly opposing categories of “free” and “unfree,” common nineteenth-century
distinctions that demarcated independent and wage-earning labor from slavery and servitude.
The point is not to simply move Chinese miners from one column to the other. At a certain level,
of course, Chinese miners were not “unfree.” They were not held as chattels, unremunerated for
their labor, or prohibited from quitting or moving—the normative conditions of bound labor.
Miners who worked solo, with partners, or in egalitarian cooperatives had considerable if not
complete autonomy, although the economic rewards of independent mining grew increasingly
meager as the placers diminished. Working on proportional shares and for wages, whether for
skilled underground work or in construction gangs, involved elements of both coercion and
volition.29CHINESE WHO DID WELL ENOUGH at mining in California often went into trading or
bought a small store. Some moved to a city, to San Francisco, Sacramento, or Marysville, where
life was easier than on the diggings. But many merchants remained on the goldfields, hiring
others to work their claims while they ran a store or branched out into other lines of business,
perhaps a restaurant or a washhouse. For example, Wong Kee started as a placer miner in
California and later moved to American Canyon, Nevada. He was unusual in that he had
immigrated with his wife, suggesting an intention to stay and build a life in the United States. At
American Canyon he subleased his claims to other Chinese and hired others to build a ditch to
bring water down from the mountain, which he sold by the bucket to miners to use with their
rockers. He eventually owned all seven miles of water ditches in the area, which enabled full-
scale placer mining of American Canyon.30
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Mary Marcus, Los Angeles, “A fascinating history and a real page turner. How can a book so
erudite, be such a pleasure to read? And so accessible!I couldn't put down Mae Ngai's lucid,
beautifully written journey into identity politics,lust for gold, capitalism, imperialism, and
ultimately how we got into so many messes. Read this book foran understanding of our current
political moment, for a history of the world, and mostly for the point of view of a towering scholar
at the top of her game. I'd give this one ten stars if that was possible.Also, The Chinese Question
is a beautiful looking book, great in hand, and not too heavy. Buy the hardback, so worth it.”

sage, “Excellent Read. This book is an excellent, thorough, insightful work by an author who has
delved deeply into the available research to expose the treatment of Chinese workers,
merchants, and business people, in three major gold strike situations. The similarities are
profound as the AAAnglo-colonial world reacted to growing numbers of Chinese immigrants and
workers. The United States, Australia, and South Africa all used similar means and
progressions in reaction to this particular influx. All eventually banned Chinese immigration and
put untoward blocks in the way of immigrants and native-born who were not banned outright.
The author makes a compelling case by describing the milieu, historiography, actions, and
results over time.”
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